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Introducing
Reporter Kaili Berg

Kaili Berg
Staff Writer
My name is Kaili Berg. I
am the new Reporter here at
the Hocak Worak Newsletter.
I am from Black River
Falls, Wisconsin and graduated from Black River Falls
High School in 2017. I am
currently enrolled at Western
Technical College for nursing
and have previous work experience for the Newsletter.
I am a part of the tribe Natives of Kodiak, which is in
Kodiak, Alaska.
I plan to bring more media
presence to the Newsletter
by getting involved in social
media platforms and creating
content that the people of the
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Kaili Berg
Ho-Chunk Nation enjoy. I
am enthusiastic about joining
this team and look forward
to bringing my thoughts and
ideas to use here at the Newsletter!
If you would like to contact
me my email is Kaili.Berg@
ho-chunk.com.

Thank you from the
Sine Family
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checks. Wisconsin is ready for
commonsense gun violence
reforms, so why aren’t Republican lawmakers?

The Gerhard (Hayna) J. Sine family would like to thank
the Ho-Chunk Nation for all their help and support at this
time of sorrow. We had so much teaching from our relatives
to take care of my father’s journey. Teachings that will be
in my memory and my brothers for years to come. Thank
you Ho-Chunk Nation executive building for flying the flags
half staffed in honor of our father who was in the US Army
stationed in Europe with the 3rd armored division in Hanau,
West Germany. At the time of our sorrow there was other
Ho-Chunk relatives and families dealing with their family
members passing our thoughts and prayers went out to them
also.
Thank you Elliott Funmaker for singing the Ho-Chunk
army song and Bear Clan song before our burial ceremony.
George “Hushi” Greendeer and Kathy Lonetree –Whiterabbit for their support by phone to help with the preparations and all other Ho-Chunk offices that were contacted.
Our meal after services was given by an adopted sister and
daughter Robin Hertzner and family at the Knights of Columbus in Ottawa, Illinois.
We would like to say at this time, all Ho-Chunk Nation
offices were doing their best in taking care of our relatives
whom passed on at this time. All services I know came out
beautifully together and our loved ones above us had proud
smiles knowing that generations to come are learning the
Ho-Chunk way of taking care of each other and sending
loved ones on their journey.
Thank you,
Jebetti Sine
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